1. ADDICTED TO LOVE

By ALTO SAX

Driving Rock

2

Copyright © 1980 Parlophone Music Ltd.
The unauthorized copying of this sheet music is an infringement of copyright.

2. ANOTHER ONE BITES THE DUST

Solid Rock

Play 2nd time only

To Coda

D.C. al Coda

Coda

Copyright © 1980 Parlophone Music Ltd.
The unauthorized copying of this sheet music is an infringement of copyright.
3. BILLBOARD MARCH

Spirited March

Arranged by PAUL LAVINDER

Copyright © 1982 by Hal Leonard Corporation

4. BIRTHDAY

Fast Rock

Words and Music by JOHN LENNON and PAUL McCARTNEY
Arranged by MICHAEL JASON

Copyright © 1971 Sony/ATV Songs LLC

03744444
5. BORN TO BE WILD

6. THEME FROM "COACH"
7. DEVIL WITH THE BLUE DRESS

Words and Music by WILLIAM STEVENS and FREDERICK LONGS
Arranged by PAUL LAVERDIER

8. FINAL COUNTDOWN

Words and Music by JOEY TEMPLE
Arranged by PAUL LAVERDIER

9. FUNERAL MARCH

By FREDERIC CHOPIN
Arranged by PAUL LAVERDIER
10. GET READY

Words and Music by WILLIAM "BIOKEY" ROBINSON
Arranged by PAUL LAVENDER

Eb Alto Sax

Steady Rock

Play both times

Moderate Funk

Spoken: "Are You Ready For This"
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11. GET READY FOR THIS

By JASIN PAUL DE COSTER, SALIP DE WILDE and SIMON HARRIS
Arranged by PAUL LAVENDER

Spoken: "Are You Ready For This"
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22. NA NA HEY HEY KISS HIM GOODBYE
Words and Music by ARTHUR FRAHM E D. DALE,
PUBL. ROGER LABS and GARY CARTA
Arranged by PAUL LAQUERRE

E flattop sax

23. NIGHT ON BALD MOUNTAIN
With Intensity

24. PSYCHO
(The Murder)

Music by BERNARD HERRMANN
Arranged by PAUL LAQUERRE
29. WALK THIS WAY

Words and Music by STEVEN TYLER and JOE PERRY
Arranged by PAUL LAVENDER

E♭ ALTO SAX

Funk Rock

(Repeat as needed)

Heavy Rock

30. WE WILL ROCK YOU

Words and Music by BRIAN MAY
Arranged by PAUL LAVENDER